The category of affine connection control systems is one whose objects are control systems whose drift vector field is the geodesic spray of an affine connection, and whose control vector fields are vertical lifts to the tangent bundle of vector fields on configuration space. We initiate an investigation of morphisms (feedback transformations) in this category, including the study of subsystems and factor systems.
Introduction
It is apparent that the study of what we will in this paper call "affine connection control systems" has a significant r6le to play in the field of mechanical control systems. In a series of papers, e.g., [ l l , 12, 10, 41, the author and various coauthors have shown how the affine connection framework is useful in looking at mechanical systems whose Lagrangian is the kinetic energy with respect to a Riemannian metric, possibly in the presence of constraints linear in velocity e.g., [lo, 91. In such an investigation, there appears to be no particular advantage to work with affine connections which come from physics, i.e., from the Riemannian metric and the constraints. Therefore, in this paper we deal with general affine connections.
The emphasis here is to lay a groundwork for the investigation of ways in which one can simplify or alter affine connection control systems by using feedback transformations. That simplification of these systems is important can be seen in the work of the author [9] where even simple physical systems yield rather complicated expressions for the system's affine connection. Apart from the matter of simplification, one might also wish to use feedback to change the system into one whose characteristics are more desirable. The idea of restricting the types of feedback so that one remains in a certain class of systems is not new.
Bloch, et al., [l] retain the Hamiltonian structure of their system through feedback, and in work initiated in [2] (see also [6] ), the emphasis is on retaining the Riemannian structure through "kinetic shaping." Our focus in this work is on equivalence which maintains the affine connection structure. For genera1 control affine systems, the issues we address here are reviewed in the paper of Elkin [5] .
Besides introducing the basic notion of equivalence, we also look at how one may investigate subsystems and factor systems. In the former case, one wishes to determine when the dynamics of a given affine connection control systems are "contained in" the controlled dynamics of another. For factor systems, one wishes to project the dynamics of an affine connection control system onto another affine connection control system. Scenarios such as this arise, for example, when one is dealing with systems with symmetry and can perform a reduction of some sort.
The matters we address in this paper are technically challenging ones in practice. For example, the matter of equivalence typically produces a set of overdetermined nonlinear partial differential equations [6] which one must solve. However, we hope that by illuminating some of the special structure in the class of affine connection control systems, we can point the way for certain profitable lines of investigation. An unfortunate byproduct of publishing a paper which is technical in nature in such a restricted length format is that one cannot, without seriously impairing the paper's scientific content, include examples which illustrate the theory. Indeed, to get the paper within page limits, many interesting existing results have also been omitted. In a subsequent paper of greater length, examples will be provided which might better illustrate the concepts we discuss here, and further results will be proved.
Relevant affine differential geometry
We refer the reader to [7] for details of our following brief discussion of affine differential geometry. The intent here is mainly to introduce notation. The reader is expected to be familiar with basic concepts related to affine connections.
Let Q be a finite-dimensional manifold and let V be an affine connection on Q. The curves for which V8(,)c'(t) = 0 are called geodesics. The geodesic equations are secondorder and so give rise to a second-order vector field on T Q which we denote by Z and which is called the geodesic spray. An affine connection V is complete if its corresponding geodesic spray is a complete vector field.
where 2 is a vector field on Q which is +related to X.
Clearly a totally geodesic mapping has the property that it maps geodesics of V to geodesics of V. The converse is also true.
The interaction of submanifolds and distributions with affine connections will arise when we talk about restricting affine connection control systems. Let us introduce here 0-7803-6638-7/00$10.00 0 2000 IEEEthe necessary terminology. We let Q be a manifold with an affine connection V. A submanifold N c Q is tofally geodesic if for a geodesic c : I -+ Q, c' (to) E Tc(to) N for some to E I implies that c'(t) E T,(,)N for every t E I . Thus a submanifold N is totally geodesic if geodesics which start tangent to N remain tangent to N . In like manner, an integrable distribution D is totally geodesic if for a geodesic c : I -+ Q, c'(t0) E Dc(,o) for some to E I implies that c'(t) E D,(t) for every t E I . Lewis [lo] proposes the related, but weaker notion of a geodesically invariant distribution, whose definition reads just like that for a totally geodesic distribution, but the condition on integrability is not present. Lewis proves the following result. we will have to do to "factor" affine connection control systems. Here we consider affine connections on a manifold Q in the presence of a totally geodesic surjective submersion $ : Q -+ Q. Although this subject has been one of considerable research energy when V is the Levi-Civita connection associated with a Riemannian metric e.g., [14], the situation for an arbitrary connection is not well studied. Nevertheless, we have the following result which gives a property of affine connections in the current context. 
PROPOSITION:
One may verify that the projected geodesics for V are then the geodesics of an affine connection V on Q, and 6, if specified to have zero torsion, is uniquely defined. Furthermore, with 0 so define$, the mapping $ is a totally geodesic mapping from V to V.
The category of affine connection control systems
Now we can properly discuss the actual subject of the paper. What we consider in this section is a special class of control affine systems. We use category theoretic language as it effectively organises what we wish to say. Let us begin with a discussion of the objects in our category, and note that it is precisely the systems described here which form the basis for the work of the author and coauthors on "simple mechanical control systems."
Objects in ACCS
We shall denote by ACCS the category of afJine connection control systems. An object in this category is a triple
V is an affine connection on Q, and = {YI , . . . , Ym} is a collection of vector fields on Q.
To an affine connection control system & = (Q, V, %)
we associate a control system given by A controlled trajectory for
with c : I -+ Q having the property that its derivative 
V8(,)c'(t) = u'(t)Ya(c(t)).
( U , VIU, SP).
Morphisms in ACCS
Now let us look at morphisms in the category ACCS. Thus we need to specify a way to send an affine connection control system to another affine connection control system. We let &(TQ) denote the bundle of symmetric (0,2) tensors on Q. and we denote by IRm the trivial vector bundle 
where is a vector field on Q which is $-related to the vector field X on Q.
The identity morphism which sends Zdm = (Q, V, 9) to itself is defined by (idQ, 0, q ++ id" ). If Tq$(sPan {Yl ( q ) , * . , Y m ( q ) } ) = S P a n { m W , . . . ,Ed$(q))} for all q E Q, the ACCS morphism ($,S,A) is called complete. An ACCS isomorphism is a morphism ($,S,A) for which $ is a diffeomorphism.
Let us now give an essential property for ACCS morphisms. We introduce the notation c9 = $ 0~ where c is a curveon Q, and$: Q -+ Q. 
Proof: We are given Vd(,)c'(t) = P(t)Ya(c(t)). Using the properties of ACCS morphisms we compute

Tc(r)$(V?(r)c'(t) -ua(t)Ya(c(t))) = v , $ ( , ) c~( t ) -cak(c+(t)) where fi(t) = A(c(t))u(t) -S ' ( c ' ( t ) , c ' ( t ) )~~( c + ( t ) ) ,
as desired.
For the converse, we first look at the case of the zero input for Zan. In this case, given vq E TQ, we let c be the geodesic which passes through vq at t = 0. Our hypotheses guarantee the existence of an admissible input Eo for can so that
9c-cr)c&(f) = cg(t)Fa(c+(t)).
Since c is a geodesic, we may write
The expression on the left-hand side is bilinear in (c'(r),c'(t)), being essentially the difference of two covariant derivatives. Therefore, since the right-hand side is a vector field along c+ taking values in spancpo(~) { FI, . . . , ffi}, there exists a tensor
Since the terms in (2) vary smoothly as we vary vq, the mapping q e Sq defines a smooth section of &(TQ). Next we look at the situation when the input for Z a~ is the constant input u ( t ) = ea. In this case we have a curve c through vq E T Q satisfying Vc,(t)c'(t) = Ya(c(t)). Our hypotheses assert the existence of an admissible input Ca for
Eaff so that
In particular, at t = 0 we have
Evaluating this at t = 0 gives
Since vq can be selected as an arbitrary vector in TqQ, this implies that &(O) is a sum of two components, one which is bilinear in (vq, vq) (let us denote this by ija(vq)) and another which is independent of the velocity vq, and only depends on the configuration q (let us denote this by Ga(q)). The bilinear component must then be ija(vq) = Sa(vq,v,)Ya($(q)), leaving the term independent of velocity to satisfy
Let us define A(q) E L(Rm;Rfi) by AE(q) = G,Q(q). As usual, we may choose A so that q c) A(q) is smooth. With the S and A we have defined, one then easily verifies that (4, S, A) is an ACCS morphism sending C a~ to Ed. R As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, affine connection control systems can be regarded as control affine systems, and the corresponding first-order equations evolve on the tangent bundle TQ. Elkin [5] studies morphisms of control affine systems. It may be shown that there are control affine morphisms but which are not ACCS morphisms. Nevertheless, Proposition 3.1 suggests that ACCS morphisms are the natural ones to study as they arise from maps between configuration spaces.
Compositions and special classes of ACCS morphisms
One often wishes to write an ACCS morphism as a product of two simpler ACCS morphisms. The The category whose objects are affine connection control systems and whose morphisms are ACCS morphisms which are morphisms over controls we denote by CACCS. The idea is that a morphism over controls does essentially nothing to the system's states, and alters only the controls, and these in an algebraic manner.
An ACCS morphism ($,S, A) is a molphism over configurations if Sq = 0 and A(q) = idpp for each q E Q. We denote by QACCS the category whose objects are affine connection control systems and whose morphisms are ACCS morphisms which are morphisms over configurations. The idea here is that one leaves the controls alone, and alters only the configuration spaces. The following result is clear. and a QACCS morphism. In this way, one can isolate the "hard" part of the problem which typically involves the coordinate changes involved with a QACCS morphism. We shall see in the remaining two sections how this is done for 0 special classes of ACCS morphisms.
Restricted systems
Let us now turn to the question of describing ACCS morphisms (@, S, A) for which the map @ has certain properties.
We begin with a description of the situation when the dynamics of one affine connection control system are "contained in" the dynamics of another. where N = image(@). The idea is that the controlled dynamics of a subsystem can be contained in that of the full system. In the category QACCS, subsystems have a very particular structure.
PROPOSITION: An afine connection control system C, = (Q, V, W ) restricts in the category QACCS to a submanifold N c Q i f and only i f the following two conditions are satisjed: (i) N is a totally geodesic submanifold of Q:
(ii) the vectorfields in @ are all tangent to N.
Proof First suppose that &E restricts in QACCS to a subsystem &y via the QACCS morphism (@,O,q -idRm).
%en all geodesics of V must be mapped to geodesics of V by 4. Since @ is a diffeomorphism onto its image, this implies that all geodesics of 0 which are somewhere tangent to N are everywhere tangent to N . Thus (i) holds. By the definition of a QACCS morphism we must also have Ya(4) = TQ-l(,j)$(Ya (@-' (g))) , from which follows (ii).
satisfies (i) and (ii).
In this case we can define Q = N a3d we note that (i) and (5) imply that V = VlQ and 9 = 9'\N are well-defined.
Then it is easy to see that if one takes $: N + Q to be inclusion, the QACCS morphism (@,O,q -idRm) renders Note that if an affine connection control system Zaff = (Q, 9, @) admits a restriction to N c Q in either of the categories ACCS or CACCS, this does not imply that the control system leaves invariant the submanifold image(@) C Q. The following result indicates that the term "invariant" is justified as we have used it. 
PROPOSITION:
., m, v&(,)c'(t) -Fa(c(t)) E T,(,)N for any curve c which is tangent to N , which implies that Ya(c(t)) E T, , N for any curve
c which is tangent to N . This means that for a = 1 , . . . , m the vector field pa is tangent to N , and so N is then an invariant manifold for zaff.
Let us determine the manner in which we can factor morphisms which give rise to restrictions in ACCS. bundle n: E -+ N . We make this identification, and write points in 0 as e~ for some E N . We also let H E C T E be a linear connection on TC: E N which allows us to define a complement to ker(Zqn) for each eq E E . Recall that such connections always exist, and that they have the property that H E J N = T N [8, §ll.lO]. We call vectors vertical which are in ker(T,p) and horizontal which are in HegE.
To prove the result, it suffices to find the following ob- To this end, for eq E 0 we define 3; to be T'~CS'$-,(~) on pairs of horizontal vectors, and zero otherwise. Since sa is symmetric, this suffices to define it for general vectors.
We also define A(e4) = A(@-' (q) and Y,'(eq) = Ya(Q-'(4)).
The affine connection V' we define by (via),, = (VgF),, +Sa(~(ea),P(eq))Ya(eq).
( ) Pa(eq).
We also can verify that The idea here is that by a change of controls one arrives at the system E& which possesses $(Q) as an invariant manifold.
Factor systems
In the previous section we looked at how the controlled dynamics of an affine connection control system can be embedded into the dynamics of another affine connection control system. Now we project the controlled dynamics of an affine connection onto those of another. Scenarios such as this arise, for example, when talking about reduction of affine connection control system. This is something for which a completely satisfactory theory does not yet exist, but we refer to the work of Ostrowski [ , is afactor system of ~;rr if there exists a complete ACCS morphism ($, S, A) for which $: Q -+ Q is a surjective submersion. As usual, we may talk about ACCS, CACCS, or QACCS factor systems, depending on the character of the morphism (4, S, A). We say that an affine connection control system X a~ = (Q, V, 9) admits a factorisation to Q via Q in the category ACCS (resp. CACCS or QACCS) if there exists an ACCS (resp. CACCS or QACCS) factor system ea = (Q, 6, @) of &f with a morphism of the form ($, S, A). Let us begin our discussion of factor systems by indicating that ACCS morphisms which factor can indeed be thought of as epimorphisms in ACCS. The following result relies on a result of Blumenthal [3] which states that a surjective submersion $: Q -+ Q has the path lifting property provided that Q and Q are connected and that Q possesses a complete affine connection. q)), a = 1 , . . . ,111, for all q E Q, we need only show that Q maps geodesics of V to geodesics of some affine connection V on Q. However, this follows directly from the fact that V is geodesically Q-projectable, and that the projected geodesics of V are geodesics of some afline connection.
PROPOSITION:
Let us investigate the manner in which we can decompose morphisms which give rise to factor objects in the category ACCS. As was the case with our factorisation result for subsystems, the result here is local. 
Closing remarks
In this paper we have given a brief glimpse at some of the basic results one can obtain when thinking about the "category" of affine connection control systems. There is a great deal of work to do in this area, and we can only scratch the surface here. Examples of problems which one might study include the characterisation of "normal forms" in the category of affine connection control systems. Thus, given a system with m inputs on an n-dimensional configuration manifold, is it possible to classify the possible type of control systems one can encounter. One might also wish to attempt a simplification of systems based upon their possession of certain types of subsystems or factor systems.
In any case, there is clearly a great deal of room for further work in this area, and we hope here to have provided an organising framework from which to launch such work.
